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Ultrafast nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy with mid-IR pumping and incoherent anti-Stokes Raman probing
is used to studyV ) 1 excitations of OH stretching (νOH) of water and of HOD in D2O solvent (HOD/D2O).
The parentνOH decay and the appearance of daughter stretching and bending excitations are simultaneously
monitored, which allows for characterization of the stretch decay pathways. At all times and with all pump
frequencies within theνOH band, the excited-state spectrum can be fit by two overlapping subbands, a broader
red-shifted bandνOH

R and a narrower blue-shifted bandνOH
B . We show these subbands are dynamically

distinguishable. They decay with different lifetimes and evidence characteristically different decay pathways.
Excitations of theνOH

R subband generate bending vibrations thatνOH
B does not. The shorter lifetime (∼0.5 ps)

of the νOH
R subband compared to theνOH

B subband (0.8-0.9 ps) results primarily from enhanced stretch-to-
bend anharmonic coupling. The subbands represent persistent structures in the excited state, in that
interconversion between subbands (2-10 ps) is slower than excited-state decay. A tentative structural
interpretation is proposed. TheνOH

R subband, on the basis of simulations, its red shift ,and its shorter lifetime,
is proposed to result from strongly hydrogen-bonded “ice-like” water. TheνOH

R subband has a smaller
amplitude in HOD/D2O than in water, possibly because HOD has a single localized OH-stretching vibration
whereas water has two delocalized stretching vibrations.

1. Introduction

In this work, we use ultrafast nonlinear vibrational spectros-
copy to demonstrate that the OH-stretching (νOH) band of water
consists oftwo distinct subbands that eVidence clearly distin-
guishable dynamical behaVior. A subband is a spectrally
contiguous region within theνOH band that can be experimen-
tally distinguished from other parts of the band. Here we
measure the transient anti-Stokes Raman spectrum1 of water
and HOD solute in D2O (HOD/D2O) of νOH excitations inV )
1 generated by a tunable mid-IR pulse and probed via theV )
1 f 0 Raman transition. We observe two overlapping subbands
that are distinguishable by virtue of having different excited-
state lifetimes and different vibrational relaxation (VR) path-
ways. The blue-shifted subband undergoes slower VR with
minimal generation ofδH2O or δHOD bending excitations and
the red-shifted subband undergoes faster VR with more efficient
generation of bending excitations. Subbands of this type will
be termed “dynamically distinguishable”. In the past, most
discussions of water subbands2-4 has focused on the idea that
if subbands exist, they should be attributed to characteristic
hydrogen-bonding environments. Subbands of this type will be
termed “structurally distinguishable”. To the extent that we may
associate different dynamics with different structures, our
observations indicate that the two subbands represent water
environments that are persistent in the sense that interconversion
(estimated at 2-10 ps) is somewhat slower than theV ) 1
excited-state lifetime of 0.5-1.0 ps. Thus our work suggests
that a glass of water at ambient temperature consists of two
distinct interconverting types of water molecules that behave
in characteristically different ways. This dual structure is not at

all what one expects on the basis of water simulations,5 but a
recent X-ray absorption and X-ray Raman study has been
interpreted as indicating that water consists mainly of two
hydrogen-bonded configurations.5

The ease of fitting water vibrational spectra in theνOH region
by using a small number of overlapping Gaussian subbands has
frequently been interpreted as an argument for the existence of
interconverting structurally distinguishable subbands that rep-
resent different hydrogen-bonded structures,2 for instance “ice-
like” or “bridged” structures. However, Gaussian fitting of
ultrabroadened vibrational spectra in hydrogen-bonded liquids
is a poor tool for discerning structurally distinct elements.
Recently developed techniques in ultrafast nonlinear vibrational
spectroscopy6 allow a much more effective attack on this
problem with use of line narrowing or hole-burning methods.6,7

These methods ought to permit a straightforward determination
of the existence of dynamically distinguishable subbands.
Making the connection to underlying structures is more difficult
owing to the rather complicated relationship between the
vibrational spectrum and local structure. Usually simulations
are needed to make this connection, although some insight into
this problem is gained in this work by a comparison of results
from both water and HOD/D2O.

Most prior experimental work in this area used ultrafast
IR3,4,8-21 or IR-Raman22,23methods to studyνOH of HOD/D2O.
There have been far fewer studies of water15,21,22,24-28 itself.
Most of these works agree that the rates of VR and orientational
relaxation vary within theνOH band. Some groups find that the
HOD VR lifetime varies continuously across the band.18 Our
group27 in a recent study of water found just two discrete
lifetimes. The orientational relaxation rate in HOD is said to
take on a small number of discrete values,3,12 but if correct the
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actual number (either two12 or three or more3,12) is not settled.
The relevant experimental works will be described below, but
we believe that it is fair to say that until now it is inconclusive
whether these dynamical properties evidence a small number
of discrete values or a continuous variation within theνOH band.

Computer simulations29-36 have shown that a wide range of
hydrogen-bonding parameters (lengths, angles, strengths, etc.)
coexist in water and in HOD/D2O, which appears to argue for
a continuous distribution of properties. On the other hand, by
using potentially arbitrary geometrical or energetic cutoff criteria
to determine whether a particular atom participates in a hydrogen
bond or not (e.g. refs 29, 30, and 36), the same simulations can
be used to show that just a few discrete hydrogen-bonding
structures coexist in water, and that these structures can give
rise to structurally distinguishable subbands. Quite recently, two
groups have made important advances in simulations of HOD/
D2O allowing them to investigateνOH dynamics including
spectral diffusion and VR pathways and lifetimes.29-31,36-42

However, these simulations have been used to extract only
ensemble-averaged dynamics, so the issue of dynamically
distinguishable subbands has not yet been dealt with.

These issues raised by experiments and simulations are
sometimes termed the continuous environment versus multi-
component controversy.31,36The experimental methods used in
this work are well suited to help resolve this issue. The anti-
Stokes Raman probe technique allows us to simultaneously
monitor both thedecay of the parentνOH excitation and the
appearance of the daughterbendδH2O in water and theδHOD

or δD2O daughters in HOD/D2O as a function of both pump and
probe frequency within theνOH band.27 Thus we can investigate
the question of dynamically distinguishable subbands by direct
measurements of both the VR lifetime and the VR pathway.
Here we advocate the multicomponent (actually two-component)
picture as a result of our observations of both water and HOD/
D2O.

A. Spectroscopy of Water and HOD/D2O. The stretching
bands of water and HOD/D2O are inhomogeneously broadened.
The large (fwhm 350-450 cm-1) spectral widths reflect an
underlying broad distribution of hydrogen-bonding parameters.
The IR and Raman spectra of water are shown in Figure 1. In
water, the stretching transition (∼2900-3700 cm-1) is com-
plicated by the coexistence of three overlapping transitions: the
symmetric and antisymmetric stretch and the bending overtone
2δH2O. In Figure 1a, we used an admittedly crude method22 for
illustrating the contribution of 2δΗ2Ã in the νOH region. The
measured IR absorption spectrum of the bend fundamental (V
) 0 f 1) transitionIδ(ν), centered near 1640 cm-1, was used

to construct a function representing the overtone transition (V
) 0 f 2), Iδ(2ν-ν′), whereν′ ≈ 40 cm-1 is the gas-phase
anharmonicity.43 This putative overtone transition in Figure 1a
is concentrated primarily in the lower frequency part of theνOH

transition. The IR and Raman stretch spectra of water and its
isotopomers are frequently fit with a small number of overlap-
ping Gaussian subbands.2 The Raman spectrum of water in
Figure 1 clearly evidences a dual-peak structure (3235 and 3460
cm-1). A pair of Gaussian subbands does a good job of fitting
the Raman spectrum, although a better fit is accomplished by
using one additional minor subband at the red edge and one at
the blue edge.2,22

The HOD in D2O system (HOD/D2O) may be viewed as
simpler than water because, as shown in Figure 2, there is little
overlap between theνOH, 2δHOD, and νOD transitions. The
putative bend overtone spectrum in Figure 2 (the fundamental
δHOD is peaked at 1443 cm-1) lies primarily though not entirely
outside theνOH band. The Raman spectrum of HOD in Figure
2 has a less-prominent dual-peak structure, with a main subband
peaked near 3422 cm-1 and a second smaller and narrower peak
on the blue edge near 3590 cm-1.

B. Structural Environments and Stretching Transitions.
In water, the red shift within theνOH transition (relative to a
solitary44 water molecule) is generally associated with stronger
hydrogen bonding.2 Studies of water in a series of hydrogen-
bonded solids led to the suggestion of a possible 1:1 cor-
respondence between theνOH wavenumber and the hydrogen
bond length.45,46 This suggestion was subsequently employed
to simplify the interpretation of ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopy
measurements14,16,47of HOD/D2O. Using pump and probe pulses
that were spectrally narrower than theνOH band would make it
possible to study water molecules having similar hydrogen bond
lengths. For instance, molecules with instantaneously longer
hydrogen bonds could be pumped and the subsequent evolution
toward shorter hydrogen bonds could be probed.14,16However,
recent simulations have shown the matter is not so simple.30,31,36

It turns out there is a considerable dispersion of energies for
molecules with a particular hydrogen bond length or strength,
so such a simple structural interpretation of nonlinear spectro-
scopy is not possible.

Simulations are excellent tools for examining the underlying
structures of liquid water. However, determining whether
hydrogen bonds exist between adjacent molecules presents a
problem and usually relies on potentially arbitrary energetic or
geometric criteria. With geometric criteria, a pair of molecules

Figure 1. IR and Raman spectra of water, showing the OH-stretching
(νOH) region and bending (δH2O) region. The shaded region indicates
the approximate location of the bend overtone 2δH2O.

Figure 2. IR and Raman spectra of a 10% solution of HOD/D2O. The
OD stretching region has contributions from both HOD and D2O. The
shaded region indicates the approximate location of the bend overtone
2δHOD transition.
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are hydrogen bonded if the distance is shorter than a critical
value and the angle is smaller than a critical value. In Figure 3,
reproduced from a recent paper by Lawrence and Skinner,29

geometric criteria were applied to a simulation of HOD/D2O to
detail the structures underlying theνOH transition. The overlap-
ping subbands denoted I-IV represent the four possibilities
where the H-atom has either zero or one or more hydrogen
bonds and where the O-atom has either one or two or more
hydrogen bonds. Since the D-atom may have zero or one or
more hydrogen bonds as well, subband I correspondsfor the
most partto “ice-like” HOD with approximately four hydrogen
bonds, the subbands II and III correspond for the most part to
HOD with three hydrogen bonds, and the subband IV corre-
sponds for the most part to HOD with two hydrogen bonds.29

C. Ultrafast Pump-Probe Measurements.Several groups
have used one-color and two-color mid-IR pump-probe tech-
niques to studyνOH of HOD/D2O. Since comprehensive reviews
of these studies have recently appeared,31,42,48 here we will
discuss only results deemed germane to the multicomponent
versus continuous environment problem.

In 1997, Woutersen et al.12 used one-color and two-color mid-
IR pump-probe techniques with HOD/D2O to study orienta-
tional relaxation withinνOH via the polarization anisotropy
decay. The anisotropy decay became slower on the red edge,
which agreed with the notion that stronger hydrogen-bonded
environments led to slower orientational relaxation. These
authors went on to assert that the orientational relaxation lifetime
did not vary smoothly acrossνOH but rather had two distinct
values,τor ) 0.7 ps andτor ) 13 ps, which was taken as
evidence for a “two-component” structure. The slowly rotating
component was suggested to arise from molecules that must
break a hydrogen bond in order to rotate.12 The water VR
lifetime of T1 ) 0.7 ps was said toincreaseslightly moving to
the blue. In subsequent work by the same group11 where one-
color and two-color methods were found to give different
lifetimes, the lifetime was said todecreaseslightly moving to
the blue.

At about the same time, Laenen et al. used two-color mid-
IR pump-probe techniques to obtain transient spectra3,4 of νOH

in HOD/D2O between 275 and 345 K. The spectra were
interpreted with use of three Gaussian subbands. On the basis
of Rahman and Stillinger’s water simulations,32 the subbands
were assigned to different water structures. At ambient tem-
perature, subband I peaked near 3340 cm-1 with fwhm ) 40
cm-1 and τor ) 10 ps was attributed to tetrahedral “ice-like”

water. Subband II peaked near 3400 cm-1 with fwhm 60 cm-1

andτor ) 13 ps was attributed to water with “bridged” hydrogen
bonds. Subband III peaked near 3440 cm-1 with fwhm ) 140
cm-1 andτor ) 3 ps was attributed to water with “bifurcated”
hydrogen bonds. Some less significant subbands were also
invoked to explain the temperature dependence and effects of
2δHOD. TheνOH VR lifetime near the band center was given as
T1 ) 1.0 ps.

In 1999, Gale et al. used two-color mid-IR pump-probe
methods18 to measure the VR lifetime ofνOH in HOD/D2O.
Their data were interpreted in terms of a VR lifetime that
increased with blue shift, from 0.47 ps at 3270 cm-1 to 0.97 ps
at 3600 cm-1.

In our experiments,22,23,26-28,49,50 a mid-IR pump pulse is
combined with an incoherent anti-Stokes Raman probe (IR-
Raman technique, a type of 3D vibrational spectroscopy51). The
pump pulse is tuned to generateV ) 1 excitations of the parent
vibrationνOH. Using a multichannel spectrograph, we simulta-
neously monitor the anti-Stokes spectrum over a wide range
(here 500-4000 cm-1) that includes all stretching and bending
transitions. The anti-Stokes signal is sensitive only to excited
states,1 including the parentνOH plus whatever daughters are
created by parent decay.22,27 The anti-Stokes signal is propor-
tional to the instantaneous occupation number multiplied by the
Raman cross-section,1,52 which is approximately given by the
Stokes Raman spectra in Figures 1b and 2b. In water, the anti-
Stokes signals in the stretching region (∼2800-3700 cm-1) arise
only from the parentνOH excitation via theV ) 1 f 0 transition.
In the bending region (∼1640 cm-1) the signals arise fromδΗ2Ã

daughter excitations created by parent decay, via either theV
) 2 f 1 overtone transition26,52,53or theV ) 1 f 0 fundamental
transition. In HOD/D2O experiments, signals in theνOH region
(∼2800-3700 cm-1) originate from the parent via theV ) 1
f 0 transition.26 Signals in theνOD region (∼2000-2600 cm-1)
result fromνOD daughters of both HOD and D2O, observed via
the V ) 1 f 0 transitions. The signals in theδHOD (∼1440
cm-1) andδD2O regions (∼1220 cm-1) also arise from daughters,
observed via the fundamental or the overtone transitions.26

Differences between the mid-IR probe and anti-Stokes Raman
techniques have been discussed previously.1,26,50,51,54Whereas
anti-Stokes probing sees only excited states, IR probes simul-
taneously see pump-induced transmission changes due to
ground-state depletion, excited-state induced emission, and
excited-state absorption. Understanding the complicated pattern
of bleaching and transient absorption effects that results19

requires a good deal of modeling14,55 to incorporate the
simultaneous effects of dynamics occurring in theV ) 0, 1,
and 2 states of the parentνOH and in excited states of daughters
generated byνOH decay. Unfortunately these models require a
detailed knowledge of absorption cross-sections that have not
yet been well characterized, for transitions among several excited
states.26,54

In 2000, Dea`k et al. used the IR-Raman technique22 to study
both water and HOD/D2O. They observed the generation ofδH2O

daughters fromνOH decay in water and the generation ofνOD,
δHOD, andδD2O daughters fromνOH decay of HOD. VR of both
isotopomers was observed to be faster on the red edge than on
the blue edge ofνOH. In 2003, our group used an improved
laser apparatus to reexamine water.26-28 It was found thatνOH

dynamics of water could be explained by using two inhomo-
geneously broadened Gaussian subbands.27,28 The dominant
subband was a broader (fwhm∼ 400 cm-1) red-shifted band
with a peak near 3250 cm-1 that hadT1 ) 0.55 ps. Decay of
this red-shifted band occurred via two parallel VR pathways,27

Figure 3. Computed density of states for four hydrogen-bonded
configurations of HOD/D2O, reprinted with permission of the copyright
holder, Elsevier, from ref 29. Region I consists mostly of “ice-like”
molecules with approximately four hydrogen bonds, and the other
regions represent molecules with one or two broken bonds.
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νOH f δH2O (1/3) andνOH f ground state (2/3). The blue-shifted
subband peaked near 3500 cm-1 was narrower (fwhm∼ 200
cm-1) and longer lived, having a 0.75-ps lifetime. Decay of
this blue-shifted subband generated27 no detectableδH2O, so it
was presumed to occur entirely by theνOH f ground-state
pathway. Following the nomenclature of those works, we will
henceforth term the red-shifted and blue-shifted components of
the νOH bandνOH

R andνOH
B .

In previous work,28 we presented data indicating thatνOH

dynamics of water could be explained using two dynamically
distinguishable vibrational subbands. In the present work we
present data on HOD/D2O along with additional data on water
to facilitate comparisons between these isotopomers. We will
show that both water and HOD/D2O are equally well described
with two inhomogeneously broadened subbands, and that a
comparison of water and HOD allows us to clarify the origin
of these two subbands.

2. Experimental Section

The IR-Raman experimental apparatus has been described
previously,49,56 but we now use an improved laser system. A
block diagram of the 1-kHz laser is shown in Figure 4. A tunable
mid-IR pulse (25 cm-1 bandwidth, 370µm diameter,∼0.7 ps,
variable energy<50 µJ) pumps a free-flowing jet of water. A
532-nm visible Raman probe pulse (15 cm-1 bandwidth, 400
µm diameter,∼0.7 ps, typically 25µJ) generates an anti-Stokes
spectrum detected by a multichannel spectrograph.22 The
coherent sum-frequency from the surface atωIR + ωvis is
blocked by slightly tilting the jet. The remaining sum-frequency
signal from the bulk,57-59 sometimes termed nonlinear light
scattering (NLS), cannot be eliminated resulting in a coherent
artifact. In our anti-Stokes spectra, this artifact appears at the
same wavenumber as the pump pulse. The time dependence of
this NLS artifact is used to characterize the laser time and
frequency response.26

Of particular concern in water experiments is the largeνOH

absorption coefficient that, combined with intense pump pulses,
can lead to a large excitation density.24-28,54,60Effects associated
with high-density excitations are characterized by the temper-
ature jump∆T that results after several picoseconds, when VR
is complete. The value of∆T ) JR/C is determined fromJ the
IR fluence, R the absorption coefficient, andC the heat

capacity.26,54In ∆T-dependent studies, we have determined that
the VR lifetimes and pathways are minimally affected by∆T
as long as∆T is kept below26,54 30 K. In water experiments,
measurements with mid-band pumping were kept below∆T )
30 K, and measurements with band-edge pumping had even
smaller∆T. The HOD/D2O measurements use a diluted solution
of OH absorbers, so that even with midband pumping∆T never
exceeds 8 K. Due to the relative insensitivity of Raman
scattering, our HOD/D2O samples are more concentrated22 (10%
HOD in D2O) than those used by other labs. However, we do
not believe this presents any problem. The most significant
absorbing impurity in theνOH region is H2O; it is only 10% of
the HOD concentration.22 We obtain excellent agreement with
the accepted13,18,38νOH lifetime of ∼0.9 ps. At this concentration,
the possibility of intermolecular vibrational energy transfer
between OH groups is known to be small, based on the
concentration dependence of the polarization anisotropy decay.15

3. Results
A. Transient Raman Spectra. Figure 5 shows transient

Raman spectra of water pumped near the red and blue edges of
theνOH absorption, at 3200 and 3600 cm-1. Recall that the signal
intensity is proportional to the number of excited states and the
Raman cross-section. With red-edge pumping the decay is faster
on the red edge; with blue-edge pumping the decay is similar
throughout the band. Below we will explain this as a conse-
quence of having a shorter-lived red-shifted subband, a longer-
lived blue-shifted subband, and slow interconversion. Parts a
and b in Figure 5 indicate that red-edge and blue-edge pumping
of νOH lead to different VR pathways. Red-edge pumping
producesδH2O daughters while blue-edge pumping does not.
The ratio ofνOH to δH2O intensities can be used to determine
the absolute quantum yield for theνOH f δH2O pathway.22,27

TheνOH Raman cross-section is about 50 times bigger than the
δH2O cross-section27 (see Figure 1b). The quantum yield forνOH

f δH2O with red-edge pumping is found to be∼1/3; with blue-
edge pumping it is∼0. SinceνOH of water has only two possible
VR pathways,νOH f δH2O or νOH f ground state, the VR
pathways ofνOH of water can be summarized asνOH f δH2O

(1/3) andνOH f ground state (2/3) for red-edge pumping and
νOH f ground state for blue-edge pumping.27

Figure 6 shows transient anti-Stokes Raman spectra for HOD/
D2O with 3180-cm-1 red-edge and 3550-cm-1 blue-edge

Figure 4. Block diagram of the laser system. Key: SHG) second-
harmonic generator; OPA) optical parametric amplifier; KTA)
potassium titanyl arsenate mixer crystal for mid-IR generation; DBS
) dichroic beam splitter; PD) photodiode; Ge) germanium Brewster
window; IF ) 25 cm-1 fwhm interference filter at 532 nm; HNF)
holographic notch filter, CCD) charge-coupled device optical detector.
OPA1 is tuned from 1.0 to 1.176µm to produce IR in the 2500-4000-
cm-1 range, and OPA2 is fixed at 532 nm.

Figure 5. Transient anti-Stokes spectrum of water with red-edge
pumping at 3200 cm-1 and blue-edge pumping at 3600 cm-1. The
narrower peak at the pump wavenumber is a coherence artifact due to
nonlinear light scattering (NLS). Decay of the parentνOH excitation
producesδH2O daughter excitations with red-edge pumping but not with
blue-edge pumping.
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pumping. As with water, with red-edge pumping the decay rate
is faster on the red edge, while with blue-edge pumping the
decay rate is similar across the band, and theνOH decay
pathways are dependent on pump frequency. With blue-edge
pumping, the only observed daughter isνOD. With red-edge
pumping we observe moreνOD plusδHOD andδD2O. Notice that
there is no detectable signal from waterδH2O, which indicates
that the H2O impurity is not contributing significantly to these
signals. This is not because the rate ofδH2O disappearance is
especially fast in HOD/D2O solutions, since with somewhat
greater H2O concentrations we do seeδH2O alongsideδHOD and
δD2O.

Understanding the detailed relaxation pathways ofνOH in
HOD/D2O, especially what fraction of the observed bending
excitations should be attributed to the bend fundamentals or
bend overtones, is of great current interest.31,36-38,41,42For the
present simply note that there is a significant dependence of
the VR pathway on the pump wavenumber, which had not been
observed or proposed previously. More detailed studies of these
pathways will be forthcoming. These studies will show that in
HOD/D2O, the first-generation daughters ofνOH include νOD

and both 2δHOD and δHOD (notice how theδHOD line shape
changes with time in Figure 6a). TheδD2O seen in Figure 6a is
not a first-generation daughter ofνOH, because the rise ofδD2O

is slower than the fall ofνOH. Instead,δD2O is a second-
generation daughter generated primarily by theνOH f νOD f
δD2O pathway.

B. Decomposition into Gaussian Subbands.Our decom-
position ofνOH excited-state spectra into Gaussian subbands23,28

is illustrated in Figures 7-11. The water data at all delay times
and pump frequencies could be fit by using two Gaussian
subbands, termedνOH

R andνOH
B , plus a much narrower Gaussian

to represent the NLS artifact. Additional water data of this type
at other pump frequencies can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 of ref
28. For the HOD/D2O data in Figure 9, we also used just two
Gaussian subbands plus one Gaussian for the NLS artifact.
However, with higher frequency pumping in HOD/D2O we
found it necessary to include a minor subband on the blue edge,
as shown in Figures 10 and 11. For completeness, in our analysis
of Figures 9-11 we also fit theνOD spectral region23 where
there is a mixture of excited-state D2O and HOD, using either
one or two Gaussians. But whatever method we used to fit the
νOD region had no effect on our analysis of theνOH region.

C. Time Dependence of Subband Peaks, Widths, and
Amplitudes. The peaks and fwhm of the two major subbands
νOH

R andνOH
B of water28 and HOD/D2O vary with time and with

pump wavenumber, as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows

Figure 6. Transient anti-Stokes spectrum of HOD/D2O with red-edge
pumping at 3180 cm-1 and blue-edge pumping at 3550 cm-1. The
narrow peak at the pump wavenumber is a coherence artifact. Decay
of the parentνOH excitation with blue-edge pumping producesνOD

daughter excitations. Parent decay with red-edge pumping produces
moreνOD plus δHOD andδD2O.

Figure 7. Transient anti-Stokes spectra in theνOH region of water with
red-edge 3115-cm-1 pumping. The spectra were fit by using a broader
red-shifted Gaussian subband termedνOH

R and a narrower blue-shifted
Gaussian subband termedνOH

B , along with a much narrower Gaussian
function to represent the coherence artifact. In water,νOH

R is the major
subband andνOH

B the minor subband.

Figure 8. Transient anti-Stokes spectra in theνOH region of water with
blue-edge 3500-cm-1 pumping. The spectra were fit by using two
Gaussian subbandsνOH

R andνOH
B , as in Figure 7.

Figure 9. Transient anti-Stokes spectra in theνOH region of HOD/
D2O with red-edge 3180-cm-1 pumping. The spectra were fit by using
two Gaussian subbandsνOH

R and νOH
B , as in Figure 7. In HOD/D2O,

νOH
B is the major subband.
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that the behavior ofνOH
R is similar in water and HOD/D2O,

whereasνOH
B in HOD/D2O is red shifted by∼100 cm-1 and is

∼50% broader than in water. The initial peak locations (neart

) 0) of both subbands can be shifted somewhat by tuning the
pump frequency. Generally speaking, red-shifted pump pulses
pull the initial peak locations farther to the red than blue-shifted
pulses pull the peaks to the blue, and the initial peak location
of νOH

R is more sensitive to pump frequency thanνOH
B . As time

progresses, the subbands typically undergo a blue shift, although
the blue shift is minimal with higher frequency pump pulses.
Regardless of the initial location, it appears as if each subband
peak in each isotopomer tends toward a particular destination
at longer delay. The longer time destinations of the subband
peaks are 3325 and 3525 cm-1 for νOH

R andνOH
B of water and

3310 and 3455 cm-1 for νOH
R and νOH

B of HOD. The minor
subband on the blue edge of the HOD spectrum never moved
much from a peak location of 3650 cm-1. We view this motion
toward a single destination for each subband regardless of pump
frequency as suggestive that the cited destinations represent the
equilibrium locations of the subband peaks (within an estimated
error of (25 cm-1), with the caveat that due to excited-state
decay we cannot accurately measure beyond delays of∼4 ps.

The time dependences of the subband amplitudes are shown
in Figures 13 and 14. Under almost all conditions, in water28

the νOH
R subband was dominant (had the greater area) whereas

νOH
B was dominant in HOD/D2O. With red-edge pumping,νOH

R

Figure 10. Transient anti-Stokes spectra in theνOH region of HOD/
D2O with midband 3380-cm-1 pumping. To fit the blue edge, a minor
subband peaked at 3650 cm-1 was added. This minor subband
evidenced the same dynamical behavior asνOH

B .

Figure 11. Transient anti-Stokes spectra in theνOH region of HOD/
D2O with blue-edge 3550-cm-1 pumping, fit by usingνOH

R and νOH
B

subbands along with a minor subband peaked at 3650 cm-1.

Figure 12. Time dependence of the peak locations and fwhm of the
νOH

R (squares) andνOH
B (circles) subbands of water (filled symbols) and

HOD/D2O (open symbols) pumped on theνOH red edge, the blue edge,
and in the middle of the band (the HOD pump wavenumbers are in
parentheses). TheνOH

R subband evidences similar behavior in water
and HOD/D2O. Compared to water, in HOD/D2O theνOH

B subband is
broader and red shifted.

Figure 13. Time dependence of the subband amplitudes in water. NLS
denotes the nonlinear light-scattering coherence artifact that gives the
apparatus time response. (a) With red-edge pumping theνOH

R (red)
subband builds up instantaneously and theνOH

B (blue) subband has a
delayed buildup. (b) With blue-edge pumping both subbands build up
instantaneously, and at longer delay times both subbands decay with
the (longer)νOH

B lifetime. TheνOH
R subband is dominant in water.

Figure 14. Time dependence of the subband amplitudes in HOD/D2O.
NLS denotes the nonlinear light-scattering coherence artifact that gives
the apparatus time response. (a) With both red-edge and blue-edge
pumping, theνOH

B (blue) subband is dominant in HOD. (b) With blue-
edge pumping, a minor subband peaked near 3650 cm-1 (open squares)
is added to fit the spectrum. However, the time dependence of this
third subband is indistinguishable from theνOH

B subband.
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builds up instantaneously (as determined by the NLS artifact)
but νOH

B has a delayed buildup.28 The delayed buildup ofνOH
B

occurs with a time constant that is within experimental error
equal to theνOH

R lifetime. TheνOH
R lifetime is 0.55 ps in water

and 0.48 ps in HOD, with an estimated error of(0.05 ps. The
νOH

B lifetime is 0.75 ps in water and 0.73 ps in HOD, with an
estimated error of(0.08 ps. With blue-edge pumping in water,
bothνOH

R andνOH
B subbands appear to build up instantaneously,

and they both decay with similar∼0.75-ps lifetimes. With blue-
edge pumping in HOD, both major subbands build up instan-
taneously: νOH

B decays with a 0.9-ps lifetime andνOH
R decays

with a slightly shorter 0.8-ps lifetime.
We tried to determine whether the minor subband in HOD

near 3650 cm-1 could be dynamically distinguished from the
major νOH

B subband. In an effort to pump only this minor
subband, we made measurements with the pump laser tuned to
3680 cm-1. We found that within experimental error, both the
minor subband andνOH

B always evidence the same buildup and
decay kinetics and similar amplitude ratios, which leads us to
believe that these two subbands are dynamically indistinguish-
able. Therefore with the data we have obtained, there is no
compelling reason to believe there are more than two distinct
subbands in HOD/D2O, and henceforth when we refer toνOH

B

of HOD/D2O we mean that theνOH
B subband has a dual-

Gaussian shape consisting of a larger broader peak with a much
smaller (∼12% area) narrower peak on its blue edge.

D. Fixed-Wavenumber Transients.Most of the IR probe
studies mentioned earlier use a method of data acquisition and
analysis that we term28 “fixed-wavenumber transients”. In this
method the probe wavenumber is fixed and the time delay
scanned. Note our data in Figures 13 and 14 are not single-
wavenumber transients, but rather time-dependent amplitudes
of subbands that undergo spectral diffusion. For the sake of
comparison to other works, we converted our data to the single-
wavenumber format. In general, a fixed-wavenumber transient
reflects3,4,18 the combined effects of spectral diffusion and VR.
With our anti-Stokes Raman probing method, a fixed-wave-
number transient in theνOH region is a signal that is always
positive, which is sensitive to excited-state spectral diffusion
and excited-state population decay. In mid-IR experiments,
fixed-wavenumber transients usually evidence a complicated and
nonmonotonic pattern of positive and negative-going ampli-
tudes19 reflecting the simultaneous contributions of spectral
diffusion and population relaxation in theνOH ground and
excited states and in daughter excitations26,54 such asδH2O.

Our fixed-wavenumber transients were fit by convolving the
apparatus response with a single-exponential decay. These
effectiVe exponential decay constantsat different probe wave-
numbers (10-cm-1 window) are plotted in Figure 15 for water
and HOD with red-edge pumping. A fixed-wavenumber probe
near the red edge sees the fastest decay constant, which results
from a combination of the 0.5-psνOH

R lifetime and theνOH
R blue

shift. This blue shift reduces the decay constant below 0.5 ps,
with the amount of reduction dependent on the slope of the
νOH

R subband at the probe wavenumber. The effective decay
constants level off at values around 0.35 ps near the red edge.
These values are at best an estimate,26-28,54 given our 0.7 ps
pulse duration, and may well be even smaller. A fixed-
wavenumber probe near the blue edge sees the∼0.8-psνOH

B

lifetime, plus an additional gradual rise in signal due to the time-
dependent blue shift of bothνOH

R andνOH
B . However, the effect

of spectral diffusion here is not great, resulting in only a slight
increase of∼10% over theνOH

B lifetime.

Our Raman data for HOD in the fixed-wavenumber format
appear to agree well with work from three other laboratories,
who all observe a lifetime of∼0.9 ps for the main part (our
νOH

B ) of the νOH transition.13,18,38 In addition, the effective
decay time constants for HOD in Figure 14 are in excellent
agreement with those of Gale et al., who observed18 relaxation
times ranging from 0.5 ps at 3270 cm-1 to 1.0 ps at 3600 cm-1.
The only comparison possible for water is with data from Lock
and Bakker,24,25,60and here we have considerable disagreement.
Those authors interpreted their mid-IR transients24,25,60 as
indicating a νOH decay of 0.26 ps to an intermediate state,
followed by a ground-state recovery of 0.55 ps. This disagree-
ment was debated recently.54,60It is our position that both mid-
IR and Raman probe experiments measure the same effects but
that the mid-IR transient data have been interpreted incor-
rectly.26,54 Our data in Figures 5 and 15 clearly demonstrate
that the water VR lifetime is much longer than 0.26 ps. Lock
and Bakker24,25explained their data by postulating an intermedi-
ate state with a 0.55-ps lifetime. However, we have made direct
measurements of an intermediate state,δH2O, which turns out
to have a 1.4-ps lifetime.27,54 We associate their 0.26-ps time
constant with the 0.35-ps time constant in Figure 15 that arises
from spectral diffusion plus population relaxation (our 0.35-ps
value presumably results from our longer pulse duration) and
the 0.55-ps time constant with our 0.55-ps value for the lifetime
of the dominantνOH

R subband.

4. Discussion

A. Continuous versus Two-Component Environments.
Figure 15 is suggestive thatνOH of water or HOD/D2O can be
described by a frequency-dependent lifetime that increases
continuously from red to blue. This is the view espoused by
several authors.11,12,18 On the other hand, Figures 7-12 are
suggestive of water and HOD/D2O having just two major
coexisting and interconverting subbands with different lifetimes.
The key observation that decides between these views is our
discovery that the subbands denote regions of distinctively
different VR pathways. In this paper we have shown in Figures
5 and 6 that pumping either subband results in parent decay
leading to different daughter vibrations. An additional and
significant piece of evidence is given in Figure 2d of ref 27. In
water,νOH

R generatesδH2O daughters whereasνOH
B does not, and

Figure 15. Anti-Stokes data with red-edge pumping (for water 3115
cm-1 and for HOD/D2O 3280 cm-1) analyzed by the single-wavenum-
ber transient method. The effective exponential decay time constant at
each probe wavenumber interval (10 cm-1) reflects contributions from
both spectral diffusion and population relaxation, and it evidences a
continuous increase moving from red to blue.
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this plot shows that the frequency-dependent quantum yield for
νOH f δH2O generation quite closely tracks theνOH

R spectrum.
The VR pathways of the two subbands in water and HOD/

D2O are illustrated in Figure 16. In the figure, the relative rates
of each pathway are depicted by the widths of the arrows. Figure
16 is a reminder that the rates of theνOH

R f ground state and
νOH

B f ground-state processes are quite similar and that the
shorter lifetime ofνOH

R is due to its having an additional VR
pathway toδH2O. In addition, in HOD/D2O the νOH

R f νOD

pathway is faster than theνOH
B f νOD pathway. As explained

above, we did not diagram aνOH f δD2O decay pathway in
Figure 16 for HOD/D2O, becauseδD2O is a second-generation
daughterproduced by theνOH f νOD f δD2O process.

The νOH
R subband amplitude in HOD/D2O is always quite a

bit smaller than that in water, but theνOH
R lifetime, peak

location, peak shift, and fwhm are quite similar in both. For
this reason, we were concerned that theνOH

R subband seen in
HOD/D2O might actually result from the H2O impurity in the
HOD/D2O sample, where H2O is about 10% of the HOD
concentration. However, we could rule out this possibility
becauseνOH

R subband decay in water generatesδH2O whereas
νOH

R subband decay in HOD/D2O does not.
Although both subbands are inhomogeneously broadened, the

VR lifetime is apparently constant throughout each subband.
Some of the time-dependent changes in peak location and fwhm
seen in Figure 12 might be due to a frequency-dependent
lifetime, but if the lifetime had a significant frequency depen-
dence, the subbands would have a non-Gaussian shape at longer
time that is not observed. Thus the distribution ofνOH VR
lifetimes in water and in HOD/D2O is seen to be approximately
bimodal, having at most only a narrow spread around the two
distinct values 0.55 ps (0.48 ps) and 0.75 ps (0.9 ps), where
values in parentheses refer to HOD/D2O. The νOH

R and νOH
B

subbands are spectroscopically contiguous regions of theνOH

band, within whichV ) 1 excitations have approximately
identical VR lifetimes and decay pathways.

The existence of these two distinctive subbands was not seen
in the mid-IR probe studies cited earlier, with either water or
HOD/D2O, for several reasons. We have the ability to distin-
guish subband dynamics by monitoring the pump-frequency
dependent generation of daughter vibrational excitations, which
has not yet been possible with IR methods. With anti-Stokes

Raman probing we do not have to rely on models to disentangle
the combined effects of intermediate states and excited state
absorptions. Since our Raman spectra need minimal data
processing, and since we simultaneously acquire the signal
across a wide spectral region of 1000-4000 cm-1, our spectra
have a better signal-to-noise ratio than transient spectra obtained
previously.

B. Interconversion between Subbands.Our data indicate
that subbands interconvert on a time scale of a few picoseconds.
However, it is difficult for us to measure interconversion rates
with high accuracy. The difficulty stems from not knowing how
much of each subband is excited by a particular mid-IR pump
frequency and the problem of disentangling the subband shifting,
broadening ,and VR processes from subband interconversion.
Generally speaking, if the subbands interconverted faster than
about 1 ps, we would not see distinctly different subband
lifetimes. If the subbands interconverted slower than several
picoseconds, results seen in Figures 7 and 9 would be unlikely.
These figures show that with red-edge pumping that excites only
νOH

R , the two subband amplitudes approximately equalize at the
longest delay times where measurements remain reasonably
accurate, about 3 ps. A quantitative analysis can be made in
the case of water with red-edge pumping, using the kinetic data
in Figure 13a. With red-edge pumping, the initial excitation is
largely νOH

R , with theνOH
B buildup resulting primarily from the

interconversion processνOH
R f νOH

B with rate constantkinter.
The kinetic equations in this case would be

where (kR)-1 ) 0.5 ps and (kB)-1 ) 0.8 ps are the lifetimes,
andP(t) is the 0.55 ps hwhm apparatus time response function.
We fit the data in Figure 13a by varying the value ofkinter.
Increasing or decreasingkinter , kR or kB affects primarily the
relative amplitudes of theνOH

R and νOH
B populations. The best

fit was obtained with (kinter)-1 ) 2 ps.
Another approach to the interconversion process is to look

at literature values for orientational relaxation time constants.
Woutersen et al. give12 ∼0.7 ps on the blue edge and∼10 ps
on the red edge, and Laenen et al., while differing on specifics,
give similar values.3 This seems to implyνOH

R f νOH
B inter-

conversion cannot be faster than 10 ps, as opposed to the 2 ps
we estimate. This 10-ps value may be correct, but we wish to
point out how difficult it is to accurately measure 10-ps time
constants in a system with a<1-ps lifetime, so we suspect that
the 10-ps value might be an overestimate.

C. Origin of the Two Subbands. Since our experiments
reveal that theνOH

R andνOH
B subbands have different dynamics,

we will first concentrate on understanding the mechanism of
dynamical distinguishability, and discuss structural distinguish-
ability next. The most significant feature that distinguishesνOH

R

is a greater coupling to the bending vibration, which opens up
additional VR channels, and enhances the VR rate. The specific
coupling at issue, a stretch-to-bend couplingVνfδ

(n) , is ann-th
order matrix element61 of the anharmonic potential,

In eq 2,Q represents intramolecular vibration coordinates for

Figure 16. Schematic of vibrational relaxation (VR) pathways for both
subbands ofνOH in water and in HOD/D2O. The width of each arrow
is approximately proportional to the rate. BothνOH

R andνOH
B decay to

the ground state with similar rates, butνOH
R has an additional decay

channel involving the bending vibration that results in a shorter lifetime.
Interconversion between subbands is slower than any observed decay
pathway.

d
dt

[νOH
R ] ) -(kR - kinter)[νOH

R ] + P(t)

d
dt

[νOH
B ] ) kinter[νOH

R ] - kB[νOH
B ] (1)

Vνfδ
(n) ) 1

n!
∂

nV(Q,q)
∂Qυ ∂Qδ ∂q1...∂qn-2

|
{Q,q)0}

QνQδq1...qn-2 (2)
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stretches (Qν) and bends (Qδ), q represents bath vibration
coordinates, andV(Q,q) is the potential surface.61 The operator
in eq 2 allows various combination bands and overtones
Qδq1...qn-2 of the bath to exert fluctuating forces onQV that
give rise to processes that annihilate the stretchνOH and create
a bending excitation plusn - 2 bath excitations. The bath
excitations include hydrogen bond torsions and stretches and
excitations of the continuum of lower frequency collective states.
On the basis of what we know about VR in other systems, it
seems likely that the most efficientνOH f δH2O transitions
involve torsionsτ. In water a torsion transition can be observed
in the IR at 675 cm-1, with a substantial density of states
throughout the 450-950-cm-1 region. Hydrogen bond stretches
νHB are observed near 180 cm-1. Thus some representative and
likely νOH f δH2O transitions might be

which involves a quartic (n ) 4) coupling matrix element, or

which involves ann ) 5 matrix element.
There is also another operator similar to eq 2 havinga pair

of Qδ coordinates that results in the creation of 2δH2O plusn -
3 bath excitations. We have previously demonstrated thatνOH

decay in water produces no detectable27 2δH2O, so this term is
not needed to describe water. Although preliminary results on
HOD/D2O indicate that some 2δHOD is produced, the extension
of the anharmonic coupling model to include this process is
straightforward and will not be discussed further.

We can think of two general types of explanations22 for the
enhancedVνfδ

(n) coupling inνOH
R relative toνOH

B : (1) in the red-
shifted νOH

R subbandVνfδ
(n) coupling is enhanced due to a

smaller energy splitting between the stretch and the bend or
bend overtone, or (2) theVνfδ

(n) coupling is enhanced inνOH
R as

a result of local environments that favor stronger anharmonic
coupling of the stretch with the bend or bend overtone and
certain bath vibrations. The first possibility may be termed an
energy splitting argument, the second possibility aconfiguration
argument.

Some insights into the nature of the subbands can be gained
by comparing HOD/D2O and water. In Figure 17 we have
plotted the Raman spectra of both isotopomers along with
Gaussian approximations of the Raman spectra of the two
subbandsνOH

R and νOH
B . Since the subband peaks and widths

vary with time, there is some latitude in how to do this, so we
tried to approximate the equilibrium spectra of the subbands
by using the longer time parameters from Figure 11. Figure 17
makes an important point. TheνOH

R subbands in both water and
HOD/D2O havealmost the same spectrum(peak maximum,
fwhm) and similar dynamics(VR lifetime, VR pathways);
however, in HOD/D2O νOH

R hasa much smaller amplitude.
The red-shiftedνOH

R subband with its enhancedVνfδ
(n) cou-

pling should be associated with configurations having stronger
hydrogen bonding, and these might well be what are termed
“ice-like” configurations. This association is strengthened due
to the strong resemblance ofνOH

R to the spectrum of the
subband in Figure 3 denoted I by Lawrence and Skinner.29 An
additional connection can be made by noting that theνOH

lifetime in HOD/D2O (in our language this refers to the
dominantνOH

B subband) is known to drop suddenly13 from 0.7

to 0.4 ps when the HOD/D2O freezes into ice. We believe these
conclusions, that theνOH

R subbands in water and HOD/D2O are
almost identical except for amplitude and that the red-shifted
spectrum and shorter lifetime ofνOH

R should be associated with
ice-like structures, are keys to help understand the structural
origin of the subbands.

These conclusions appear to rule out the energy mismatch
argument because while theνOH

R properties are similar in water
and HOD/D2O, the mismatch is different. The stretch-to-bend
mismatch is about 200 cm-1 larger in HOD/D2O and the stretch-
to-(bend overtone) mismatch is completely different: in water
νOH and 2δH2O are resonant, but in HOD/D2O νOH and 2δHOD

are split. In the water-to-ice lifetime measurement of Woutersen
and Bakker,13 freezing affects the configuration but not the
energy mismatch, seemingly confirming that the lifetime dif-
ference betweenνOH

B and νOH
R can result from a structural

change from a liquid-like to an ice-like environment.
Owing to the difficulties in making structural interpretations

with use of vibrational spectroscopy alone,31,36 this section is
necessarily brief. Stronger “ice-like” hydrogen bonding appears
to be associated with enhancedVνfδ

(n) coupling. A difficult issue
is why the νOH

R subband amplitude is lower in HOD/D2O
relative to water. We do not yet have a convincing explanation
for this. However, we think the focus should be on one notable
difference between the two systems. In HOD/D2O νOH is a single
excitation mainly localized on the OH moiety whereas in water
there are two different kinds (symmetric and antisymmetric) of
νOH vibrations, both delocalized over the entire molecule. How
these delocalized vibrations lead to greater anharmonic coupling
we can only speculate. Possibly the amplitude ofνOH

R is greater
in water because there are more ways thatνOH can participate
in strong hydrogen bonding (the O-atom and both H-atoms)
than in HOD/D2O (the O-atom and only one H-atom).

5. Conclusion

We have shown that two dynamically distinguishable con-
tiguous spectral regions (subbands) exist within the band ofνOH

excitations inV ) 1 of both water and HOD/D2O. These two
main features, termedνOH

R and νOH
B , evidence stronger or

weaker anharmonic coupling between the stretch and bend

νOH(3200 cm-1) f δH2O
(1640 cm-1) + 2τ(780 cm-1)

νOH(3200 cm-1) f δH2O
(1640 cm-1) + νHB(180 cm-1) +

2τ(690 cm-1)

Figure 17. Spectra (Gaussian approximation) of the two vibrational
subbandsνOH

R andνOH
B of water and HOD/D2O (V ) 1 f 0 transitions)

compared to the Stokes Raman spectra (V ) 0 f 1 transition; dashed
curves). We used the longer time peak locations and fwhm data from
Figure 12 to calculate the subband spectra. TheνOH

R subbands in water
and HOD/D2O are quite similar except for the greater amplitude in
water. TheνOH

B subband of HOD/D2O is broader and red shifted
compared to water.
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excitations. The two subbands overlap a great deal, and
interconvert slowly (2-10 ps) compared to the VR lifetime (∼1
ps). As a result of enhancedVνfδ

(n) coupling,νOH
R has additional

decay pathways thatνOH
B does not, leading to a shorter lifetime

for νOH
R . Our confidence in these distinct subbands, whose

existence and number has been controversial until now, stems
from our use of anti-Stokes Raman scattering rather than the
more usual IR transmission method to probe water excitations.
With Raman we are able to simultaneously observe both the
decay of the parentνOH excitation and the generation of bending
vibration daughters. These observations, made as a function of
pump frequency, clearly demonstrate the existence of two
dynamically distinguishable subbands.

The spectra and vibrational dynamics of the red-shiftedνOH
R

subbands are quite similar in water and HOD/D2O, even though
the energy gaps between stretching and bending vibrations are
quite different. This shows that the enhancedVνfδ

(n) coupling in
νOH

R is not a result of local structural environments that reduce
the stretch-to-bend energy gap. Thus the differences that lead
to two distinct subbands appear not to be energetic, but rather
structural in nature. Since theνOH

R subband is red shifted and
has a spectrum similar to the “ice-like” component seen in water
simulations, and since bothνOH

R and ice have shorter lifetimes,
it is natural to associate theνOH

R subband with ice-like struc-
tures and theνOH

B subband with the remaining structures
having weaker hydrogen bonding. It is difficult to explain why
the νOH

R subband has a smaller amplitude in HOD/D2O than in
water. We believe the explanation lies in the different nature
of stretching vibrations in water and in HOD. In water there
are two stretching vibrations delocalized over the entire molecule
whereas in HOD there is only one stretch localized on the OH
moiety.
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